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Category: A: The list of nicks is not like a directory but
you can see list of files from the database. SELECT

`id`, `nick`, `password`, `created` FROM `friendlist`
WHERE `myid`=0 . ------ marak830 I highly

recommend the book 'The Secret', and it's a classic. [
------ dgudkov The article is great, but as a side note, I

wonder if taking exercise is effective for
_psychological_ reasons. Our brain uses the signals
sent to the muscles during physical exercise as a
signal of some sort, but we don't have knowledge
about that mechanism yet. If this is true, taking
regular exercise may have some subconscious

benefits beyond "making you stronger and more fit in
the future". ~~~ huffmsa I doubt it. If anything I'd
imagine it would make the brain more efficient at

decomposition of info for the future. ------ trisimix I am
currently doing the opposite, less exercise, more work.
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It works, but the issue for me is learning. I move and
do stuff but its very hard to learn new information
unless I sit and do something like google docs long

term. This the first time I feel like I'm looking at my life
and trying to understand a tiny fraction of it. ------
aklemm A guy on Reddit is using this technique

successfully. [ There's also _How I Learned to Stop
Worrying and (Almost) Start Living_ by Jay Ferguson,

who seems to have similar ideas. ~~~ geofft Jay
Ferguson's book is full of garbage and he's a toxic

person. Read it once and then avoid it forever. ------
finnn > We can do
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